Abstract
Introduction
Coffee fruit harvest machines can be used to reduce operational costs, improve yield quality and efficiency in plane and moderately sloping lands [8, 10] . Therefore, there is a tendency for expansion of coffee crop mechanization due to human's valorization and optimization of coffee harvest process [9] . However, machine speed variations, harvester fiberglass rods vibration penetrating sidelong the plants and fruit maturation stage are decisive factors for a successful coffee mechanical harvest operational performance [4, 10] .
Santinato et al. [7] compared statistical averages to evaluate Jacto K3 ® harvest machine performance in 'Mundo Novo' and 'Catuaí' cultivars under speed of 0.33 m.s -1 and vibration of 10.00, 13.33 and 16.67Hz. Operational performance improvement was observed under 3 times machine pass and vibrations of 13.33 and 16.67Hz. However, Silva et al. [10] studying operational performance of a lateral coffee harvester machine using techniques of basic statistics, concluded that machine harvest efficiency improvement occurred under speed of 0.16m.s -1 and rods vibration of 16.67Hz. In spite of that, fruit maturation, harvester speed and rods vibration interaction were not considered in data analysis.
Considering that coffee harvest could be influenced by many large scale factors with built-in uncertainties, Soft Computing, which is an integrated approach based on Artificial Intelligence techniques, such as Neural Networks, Fuzzy Logic and Genetic Algorithms [3] , could be used to construct generally satisfactory solutions for harvester machines operational performance pattern characterization. Those techniques have been applied to characterize physical, chemical and biological processes [5, 16] as well as in automotive engineering [15] and industrial process control [13] , with higher accuracy and precision when compared to classic statistics. Fuzzy modeling advantages were also related to flexibility of incorporation of additional variables, representation of human expertise knowledge using fuzzy if-then rules (computing with words), modeling complex nonlinear functions, dealing with perception, pattern recognition and classification problems, learning at unknown or changing environment and easiness integration with sensors and soft computing methods, such as neural networks and genetic algorithms [5, 14, 17] .
Material and Methods
The used data in the present study was obtained from experiment accomplished under field conditions with a Dragão Versati ® coffee fruit lateral harvester, coupled and lead by Valmet 785 ® tractor. The experimental planning was realized at random design with three replications of 5 Acaiá cultivars 6 years old plants in each parcel, with 3.0 x 1.0m tillage spacing and average population of 3,333pl.ha -1 , at 'Morro Alto' farm, Nepomuceno-MG municipal district, Brazil.
There were appraised as input variables fruit maturation index, operational speed and rods vibration. Fruit maturation index was based on the sum of cherry, passes, dry fruits, in levels of 75.7, 87.0, 98.7%. Operational speed was obtained using motor at 1,700 rpm and first, second and third super-reduced marches, equivalent to levels of 0.16, 0.26, 0.57m.s -1 . Operational rods vibration levels in frequencies of 13.33, 15.00, 16.66 and 18.33 Hz. Fruit harvest efficiency and plant leaf fall were considered as output variables. Fruit harvest efficiency was based on volume of fruits collected on cloths, measured in liters.plant -1 and converted in percentage regarding manually estimates of coffee fruits pending load in plants at nearby locations, subtracted to fallen coffee in the ground before the start of treatments. Weight of plant leaf fall was based on leaves and branches collected on cloths after machine harvest.
The basic structure of fuzzy inference systems consisted of three conceptual components: a rule base, containing a selection of fuzzy rules, a database, defining membership functions used in fuzzy rules and reasoning mechanism, performing an inference procedure upon the rules and given facts deriving a reasonable output or conclusion [3] . In neuro-fuzzy systems, membership functions and if-then rules were defined through neural networks (ANFIS) [3] . Neural networks were trained using a hybrid method with backpropagation and least square combination, being the first associate to input membership functions parameters and the second to output membership functions parameters [3] . Neural networks with 78 nodes, enabled to define 27 linear parameters, 18 nonlinear parameters, 3 membership functions (mf) for fruit maturation index, 3 mf for operational speed, 3 mf for operational vibration and 27 rules for harvest fruits efficiency and plant leaf fall, respectively ( Figure 1 ).
Figure 1.
Neural network architecture used for configuration of neuro-fuzzy systems to describe fruit harvest efficiency and plant leaf fall considering fruit maturation index, operational speed and rods vibration after lateral harvester machine operational performance in the field.
The neuro-fuzzy systems were configured with the following operators: 'AndMethod' = 'prod', 'OrMethod' = 'probor', 'ImpMethod' = 'prod', 'AggMethod' = 'sum', 'DefuzzMethod' = 'wtaver'. Sugeno fuzzy inference system model [13] was adopted as a systematic approach to generate fuzzy rules from a given inputoutput data set due to its less time-consuming and mathematically tractable defuzzification operation for sample data-based fuzzy modeling [3] . Sugeno fuzzy systems are typically used as supervisory controllers of fuzzy models of dynamical processes, while Mamdani fuzzy systems are usually used as direct closed-loop controllers [6] .
For a first-order sugeno fuzzy model, a common rule set with two fuzzy if-then rules is [3, 14] :
Rule : If x is A and y is B , then f = p x + q y + r Rule : If x is A and y is B , then f = p x + q y + r
Were A and B are fuzzy sets in the antecedent, while ( , ) f x y is a polynomial in the input variables x and y.
The inference mechanism or inference engine is the computational method that calculates the degree to which each rule fires for a given fuzzified input pattern by considering the rule and label sets. A rule is said to fire when the conditions upon which it depends occur. Since these conditions are defined by fuzzy sets which have degrees of membership functions, a rule will have degree of firing strength. The firing strength is determined by the mechanism that is used to implement the and logical operator in the expression. The logical product (and connection) of a group of grades is simply the minimum value of all the grades. This procedure is repeated for each of the rules and a logical sum combines the results of the rules. A defuzzifier compiles the information provided by each of the rules and makes a decision from this basis. Defuzzification results of Sugeno fuzzy models followed simple form [6] :
is the normalized degree of fulfillment (firing strength) of the rules [6] :
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A preprocessing step gives the output of the fuzzy system based on the crisp signal obtained after defuzzification.
The ANFIS (Adaptative neuro-fuzzy inference systems) was used to develop neuro-fuzzy systems for fruit harvest efficiency and plant leaf fall. In the ANFIS layer 1, every node i is an adaptive node with a node function [3] : 1 , A 2 , B 1 or B 2 ) and it specifies the degree to which the given input x (or y) satisfies the quantifier A. The membership functions where parameterized using the generalized gaussian function:
where c and σ represents the membership function center and width, respectively, in order to determine the x coordinates of the gaussian membership function.
In the layer 2, every node is a fixed node labeled Π, which output is the product of all the incoming signals:
where each node output represents the firing strength of a rule.
In the layer 3, every node is a fixed node labeled N. The ith node calculates the ratio of the ith rule's firing strength to the sum of all rules' firing strengths:
where the outputs of this layer are called normalized firing strengths.
In the layer 4, every node i is an adaptive node with a node function:
where w i is a normalized firing strength from layer 3 and {p i , q i , r i } is the parameter set of this node. Parameters in this layer are referred to as consequent parameters.
In the layer 5, the single node is a fixed node labeled ∑, which computes the overall output as the summation of all incoming signals:
After the systems development, pro-portionalintegral (PI) controllers were used as control structure for fruit harvest efficiency and plant leaf fall under influence of fruit maturation index, operational speed and operational rods vibration. Each controller was expressed in discreet form by a simple difference equation that define a nonlinear control surface:
where the inputs of this static mapping
= ∆ x e k . In the fuzzy controller this nonlinear function f was represented by a fuzzy mapping of input and output variables [6] .
The set of rules of the PI fuzzy controller can be expressed in the following form (Liu & Abonyi, 2006): Multiple regression models were developed using the same input and output data used in the neuro-fuzzy systems development, as the following equation:
... method was used to compute a line so that the squared deviations of the observed points from that line are minimized [3] . Neuro-fuzzy systems and multiple regression models were compared with linear regression among observed and estimated coffee fruit harvest efficiency and plant leaf fall, in order to evaluate accuracy and precision of both methodology analyses based on R 2 and mean square error (R.M.S.E.) coefficients.
Results and Discussion
It was possible to define fuzzy systems for harvest fruit efficiency performance and plant leaf fall characterization considering fruit maturation index, operational speed and rods vibration as input variables. After neural network training, gaussian membership functions (Figures 2 and 3 ) and rules were defined for knowledge representation of fruit maturation index (maf), operational speed (spf) and rods vibration (vif), in way to compose an inference harvest fruit efficiency and plant leaf fall diagram.
The diagram was used to perform logical operators for aggregation, activation, defuzzification and accumulation inference engine steps. Nonlinear control surface of fuzzy PI controller were develop for harvest fruit efficiency and plant leaf fall description under interaction and isolated effects of fruit maturation index, operational speed and vibration input variables (Figures 4, 5) .
Multiple regression models were significant by test F (p<0,001) for harvest fruit efficiency and plant leaf fall estimation under influence of fruit maturation index, operational speed and rods vibration.
It was verified better performance of neuro-fuzzy systems when compared to multiple regression models based on R 2 and root mean square error coefficients obtained from observed and predicted fruit harvest efficiency and plant leaf fall. Neuro-fuzzy systems explained 99% and 93% of fruit harvest efficiency and plant leaf fall, respectively ( Figure 6 ).
Despite better control performance of neuro-fuzzy systems when compared to multiple regression models, according to Liu & Abonyi [6] , neuro-fuzzy is an extension to existing control methods and not their replacement. It provides an extra set of tools which the control engineer has to learn to use where it makes sense. Fuzzy techniques provide a man-machine interface, which facilitates the acceptance, validation and transparency of the process modeling. Higher harvest efficiency was verified with fruit maturation and rods vibration increase and speed reduction. Speed nearby 0.26 m.s-1 and vibration of 16.6 Hz were decisive for higher fruit harvest efficiency and minor leaf fall. It was observed fruit harvest efficiency reduction under minor speed and major rods vibration. Oliveira [12] According to Silva et al. [10] , harvest efficiency reduction under major speed is consequence of rods vibration reduction when in contact with coffee canopy. Otherwise, fruit harvest efficiency increase at higher fruit maturation stages were possible influenced by the variation of branche strength detachment force according to its cherry, passe or dry stages [11] . Fava et al. [2] studying mechanical harvest operational performance in Mundo Novo and Catuaí coffee crop cultivars also observed satisfactory operational performance under increase of fruit maturation index along harvest period.
Regarding plant leaf fall, it was verified higher defoliates under reduction of fruit maturation index, speed near 0.35 m.s -1 and vibration of 16.6 Hz. Oliveira [12] studying operational performance of a KTR harvester also observed reduction of plant leaf fall with reduction of rods vibration and increase of machine harvesting speed. According to Alves et al. [1] , factors related to defoliate reduction at stages of higher fruit maturation could be related to coffee crop physiology and incidence of pests in the field.
In agreement with these results, it was possible to describe and to analyze interaction among harvest fruit efficiency, leaf fall, fruit maturation stages, coffee harvester speed and rods vibration using neuro-fuzzy systems.
Considering that Liu & Abonyi [6] stated that control engineering is a step closer to achieving higher level of automation in places where it has not been possible before, it is intended to encourage future sensor development for acquisition of coffee harvest dynamical data in harvester machines for control and optimization of coffee harvest in the field, in order to reduce operational costs, improve yield quality and efficiency.
Conclusions
It was possible to develop neuro-fuzzy systems to evaluate operational performance of coffee fruit harvest machine.
Neuro-fuzzy models presented satisfactory application to describe operational performance of a coffee fruit lateral harvester machine when compared to multiple regression models.
Based on developed neuro-fuzzy systems control, levels of speed and vibration could be recommended according to fruit maturation stage in the field. Neuro-fuzzy operational performance of a coffee harvester machine Marcelo de Carvalho Alves, Fábio Moreira da Silva, Tomás de Aquino Ferreira, Flávio Castro Silva 
